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Share a Camera Preview Using NFC and Bluetooth
The idea of this project is to allow two or more individuals to quickly join a
peer-to-peer network using NFC and Bluetooth. NFC is a good choice because
it reduces the number of steps users must complete to create a network. We’ll
take advantage of the user-friendly NFC method to pair devices and rely on
the NFC-initiated higher-bandwidth Bluetooth network to handle the heavy
lifting.

Our sketch will use a recursive program to send an increasingly accurate live
camera image from one Android device to another. We’ll pair the two devices
via NFC, and establish a Bluetooth connection. We then begin with a camera
preview that consists of only one large pixel, which we’ll draw as a rectangle.
Each time we tap the screen on the remote device, we will increase the reso-
lution of the transmitted camera preview by splitting each pixel of the current
image into four elements. In the next level, each of those pixels is split again
into four, and so on—exponentially increasing the preview resolution until
the image becomes recognizable. The color is taken from the corresponding
pixel of the camera preview pixel located exactly in the area’s center. The top
image shows the sampled camera image after four taps, the bottom image
after two.

When we run the app on the networked Androids, we will get a sense of how
much data we can send via Bluetooth and at what frame rate. We’ll revisit
concepts from previous chapters where we worked with a live camera preview,
Chapter 5, Using Android Cameras, on page ?, and sent Bluetooth messages,
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Chapter 7, Peer-to-Peer Networking Using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Direct, on page
?, now using NFC to initiate the network.

Generate a Low-Resolution Preview
Let’s go ahead and work on the main tab of our sketch, where we’ll put our
camera code, and write a function to generate images of the camera preview
at higher and higher resolutions. The program works by repeatedly calling
itself, a technique known to programmers as recursion.13 This technique allows
us to iterate through the image until we reach a number of divisions that
we’ll set beforehand with a variable we’ll name divisions. Setting a limit is
important since the recursion would otherwise continue forever, eventually
“freezing” the app. Let’s name the recursive function interlace(). Each time it
runs when we tap the screen, it will split each pixel in the current image into
four new pixels.

The interlace() method we’ll create works with the divisions parameter to control
how many recursions will be executed. We’ll start with a divisions value of 1,
for one division. Each time we tap the screen, divisions will increase to 2, 3, and
so on, which will also increase the level parameter in our interlace() method.
There we are using level to check that it has a value greater than 1 before
recursively calling the interlace() method again to split each pixel into four.

In the main tab we also import the Ketai camera package, which is familiar to
us from Chapter 5, Using Android Cameras, on page ?. We’ll create a
KetaiCamera object that we’ll name cam. The cam object will read the image each
time we receive a new frame from the camera.

For this sketch, we’ll use the following tabs to organize our code:

NFCBTTransmit  Contains the main sketch, including our setup() and draw() meth-
ods, along with the interlace() method for recursively splitting the camera
preview image. It also contains a mousePressed() method to increase the
global variable divisions, used as a parameter for interlace(), and a keyPressed
method that allows us to toggle the local camera preview on and off.

ActivityLifecycle  Contains all the methods we need to start NFC and Bluetooth
correctly within the activity life cycle. We require a call to onCreate() for
launching Bluetooth, onNewIntent() to enable NFC, and onResume() to start
both NFC and Bluetooth.

Bluetooth  A tab for the two Bluetooth methods, send() and onBluetoothDataEvent(),
to send Bluetooth messages and receive others in return.

13. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recursion_%28computer_science%29
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NFC  The tab that contains the setupNFC() method to create the NFC object we
are working with and the onNFCEvent() method that launches the Bluetooth
connection when we received the other device’s Bluetooth ID via NFC.

We’ll create each of those tabs step by step and present the code for each
component separately in the following sections.

Let’s first take a look at our main tab.
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NFC/NFCBTTransmit/NFCBTTransmit.pde
import android.content.Intent;
import android.app.PendingIntent;
import android.content.Intent;
import android.os.Bundle;

import ketai.net.*;
import oscP5.*;
import netP5.*;
import ketai.camera.*;
import ketai.net.bluetooth.*;
import ketai.net.nfc.*;

KetaiCamera cam;

int divisions = 1;❶
String tag = "";

void setup()
{

orientation(LANDSCAPE);
noStroke();
frameRate(10);
background(127);
rectMode(CENTER);❷
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER);
textSize(48);
bt.start();
cam = new KetaiCamera(this, 720, 480, 10);
ketaiNFC.beam("bt:"+bt.getAddress());
text("Beam and tap screen to start camera", width/2, height/2);

}

void draw()
{

if (cam.isStarted() && bt.isStarted())
{

interlace(cam.width/2, cam.height/2, cam.width/2, cam.height/2, divisions);❸
}
else

ketaiNFC.beam("bt:"+bt.getAddress());
}

void interlace(int x, int y, int w, int h, int level)❹
{

if (level == 1)
{

color pixel = cam.get(x, y);❺
send((int)red(pixel), (int)green(pixel), (int)blue(pixel), x, y, w*2, h*2);❻

}
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if (level > 1) {
level--;❼
interlace(x - w/2, y - h/2, w/2, h/2, level);❽
interlace(x - w/2, y + h/2, w/2, h/2, level);
interlace(x + w/2, y - h/2, w/2, h/2, level);
interlace(x + w/2, y + h/2, w/2, h/2, level);

}
}

void onCameraPreviewEvent()
{

cam.read();
}

void mouseReleased()
{

if (!cam.isStarted())
cam.start();

divisions++;❾
}

Here are the steps we need to recursively process the live camera image.

❶ Set the initial number of divisions to 1, showing one fullscreen rectangle.

❷ Center the rectangle around the horizontal and vertical location where it
is drawn, using rectMode().

❸ Call the recursive function with starting values for each parameter,
starting in the center of the camera preview.

❹ Use the following parameters for interlace(): horizontal position x, vertical
position y, rectangle width w, rectangle height h, and the number of divisions.

❺ Get the pixel color at the defined x and y location in the camera preview
image from the pixel located in the exact center of each rectangular area
we use for the low-resolution preview.

❻ Send the pixel data using our user-defined function send().

❼ Decrease the limit variable by 1 before recalling the recursive function.
Decrease this variable and call the function only if the limit is greater
than 1 to provide a limit.

❽ Call interlace() recursively from within itself using a new location and half
the width and height of the previous call as parameters.

❾ Increment the number of divisions when tapping the screen.
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Now that we are done with our coding for the camera and the recursive pro-
gram to create a higher-and-higher resolution image preview, let’s create the
code we need to activate NFC and Bluetooth in the activity life cycle.

Enable NFC and Bluetooth in the Activity Life Cycle
To use NFC and Bluetooth, we need to take similar steps in the activity life
cycle as we’ve done for our Bluetooth peer-to-peer app. In Working with the
Android Activity Life Cycle, on page ?, we looked at the callback methods
called during an activity life cycle. For this project, we need tell Android that
we’d like to activate both NFC and Bluetooth. Let’s put the lifecycle code for
the activity into an ActivityLifecycle tab.

At the very beginning of the life cycle, onCreate(), we’ll launch KetaiBluetooth by
initiating our KetaiBluetooth object, and we’ll tell Android that we intend to use
NFC. We do so using an intent,14 which is a data structure to tell Android that
an operation needs to be performed. For example, an intent can launch
another activity or send a result to a component that declared interest in it.
Functioning like a kind of glue between activities, an intent binds events
between the code in different applications. We need an Intent to launch NFC.

When NFC becomes available because our activity is running in the foreground
on top of the activity stack, we get notified via onNewIntent(), because we asked
for such notification with our intent in onCreate(). This is where we tell Android
that we use the result of the returned intent with our ketaiNFC object, launching
NFC in our sketch. An activity is always paused before receiving a new intent,
and onResume() is always called right after this method.

When Bluetooth is available as the result of the Bluetooth activity we launched
onCreate() while instantiating KetaiBluetooth, the connection is handed to us via
onActivityResult(), which we then assign to our bt object.

Finally, onResume(), we start our Bluetooth object bt and instantiate our NFC

object ketaiNFC.

Let’s take a look at the actual code for ActivityLifecycle.

NFC/NFCBTTransmit/ActivityLifecycle.pde
void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {❶

super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
bt = new KetaiBluetooth(this);
ketaiNFC = new KetaiNFC(this);
ketaiNFC.beam("bt:"+bt.getAddress());

}

14. http://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/Intent.html
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void onNewIntent(Intent intent)❷
{
if (ketaiNFC != null)

ketaiNFC.handleIntent(intent);
}

void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode, Intent data)❸
{
bt.onActivityResult(requestCode, resultCode, data);

}

void exit() {❹
cam.stop();

}

void onDestroy()❺
{

super.onDestroy();
bt.stop();

}

We need these steps to initiate NFC and Bluetooth correctly within the activity
life cycle.

❶ Instantiate the Bluetooth object bt to start a Bluetooth activity. Register
the NFC intent when our activity is running by itself in the foreground
using FLAG_ACTIVITY_SINGLE_TOP.

❷ Receive the NFC intent that we declared in onCreate(), and tell Android that
ketaiNFC handles it.

❸ Receive the Bluetooth connection if it started properly when we initiated
it in onCreate().

❹ Release the camera when another activity starts so it can use it.

❺ Stop Bluetooth and the camera when the activity stops.

All of this happens right at the beginning when our sketch starts up. The
callback methods we are using require some getting used to. Because NFC

and Bluetooth launch in separate treads or activities from our sketch—and
not sequentially within our sketch—we need the callback methods to get
notified when the Bluetooth activity and the NFC intent have finished with
their individual tasks.

And because we depend on the successful delivery of the NFC payload for our
Bluetooth connection, we need to use those callback methods and integrate
them into the activity life cycle of our sketch. Processing and Ketai streamline
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many aspects of this programming process; when it comes to peer-to-peer
networking between Android devices, we still need to deal with those essentials
individually.

Now let’s move on to the NFC tab, where we put the NFC classes and methods.

Add the NFC Code
We don’t need much code to import NFC and make the KetaiNFC class available
to the sketch. When we receive an NFC event using onNFCEvent(), we take the
Bluetooth address that has been transferred as a text String and use it to
connect to that device using connectDevice().

Let’s take a look at the code.

NFC/NFCBTTransmit/NFC.pde
KetaiNFC ketaiNFC;

void onNFCEvent(String s)❶
{

tag = s;
println("Connecting via BT to " +s.replace("bt:", ""));
bt.connectDevice(s.replace("bt:", ""));❷
divisions = 1;

}

Here are the NFC steps we take.

❶ Receive the String from the NFC event using the onNFCEvent() callback method.

❷ Connect to the Bluetooth address we’ve received, removing the prefix “bt:”
first.

Finally, let’s take a look at the Bluetooth tab.

Add the Bluetooth Code
In the Bluetooth tab, we import the necessary Ketai Bluetooth and OSC package
to send the Bluetooth messages. Let’s use a custom function called send() to
assemble the OSC message, sending out the color, location, and dimension
of our pixel.

If we receive such a pixel from the networked Android via onBluetoothDataEvent(),
we unpack the data contained in the OSC message and draw our pixel rectan-
gle using a custom function, receive().

Let’s take a look at the code.

NFC/NFCBTTransmit/Bluetooth.pde
PendingIntent mPendingIntent;
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KetaiBluetooth bt;
OscP5 oscP5;

void send(int r, int g, int b, int x, int y, int w, int h)
{

OscMessage m = new OscMessage("/remotePixel/");❶
m.add(r);
m.add(g);
m.add(b);
m.add(x);
m.add(y);
m.add(w);
m.add(h);

bt.broadcast(m.getBytes());❷
}

void receive(int r, int g, int b, int x, int y, int w, int h)❸
{

println("r:"+r+" | g:"+g+" | b:"+b+" | x:"+x+" | y:"+y+" | w:"+w+" | h:"+h);
fill(r, g, b);
float s = displayWidth/cam.width; // scale full display
rect(x*s, y*s, w*s, h*s);
// background(r, g, b); // try this if running slow

}

void onBluetoothDataEvent(String who, byte[] data)
{

KetaiOSCMessage m = new KetaiOSCMessage(data);
if (m.isValid())
{

if (m.checkAddrPattern("/remotePixel/"))
{

if (m.checkTypetag("iiiiiii"))❹
{

receive(m.get(0).intValue(), m.get(1).intValue(),
m.get(2).intValue(), m.get(3).intValue(),
m.get(4).intValue(), m.get(5).intValue(), m.get(6).intValue());

}
}

}
}

Here are the steps we take to send and receive OSC messages over Bluetooth.

❶ Add individual values to the OscMessage m.

❷ Send the byte data contained in the OSC message m via Bluetooth using
broadcast().
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❸ Receive individual values sent via OSC, and draw a rectangle in the size
and color determined by the received values.

❹ Check if all seven integers in the OSC message are complete before using
the values as parameters for the receive() method.

Now with our recursive program, camera, NFC, and Bluetooth code completed,
it’s time to test the app.

Run the App
Before we run the app, we need to set two permissions. Open the Permission
Selector from the Sketch menu and select CAMERA and INTERNET.

Now browse to the sketch folder and open AndroidManifest.xml in your text editor,
where you’ll see that those permissions have been set. Add NFC permissions
so the file looks something like this:

NFC/NFCBTTransmit/AndroidManifest.xml
<manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"

android:versionCode="1" android:versionName="1.0"
package=""><uses-sdk android:minSdkVersion="10"/>
<application android:debuggable="true" android:icon="@drawable/icon"

android:label="">
<activity android:name="">

<intent-filter><action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN"/>
<category android:name="android.intent.category.LAUNCHER"/>

</intent-filter>
<intent-filter>

<action android:name="android.nfc.action.NDEF_DISCOVERED"/>
<category android:name="android.intent.category.DEFAULT"/>

</intent-filter>
<intent-filter>

<action android:name="android.nfc.action.TECH_DISCOVERED"/>
</intent-filter>
<intent-filter>

<action android:name="android.nfc.action.TAG_DISCOVERED"/>
</intent-filter>

</activity>
</application>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH"/>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN"/>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.CAMERA"/>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET"/>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.NFC"/>

</manifest>

Run the app on the device that is already connected to the PC via USB. When
it launches, disconnect and run the app on your second Android device. Now
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it’s time for the moment of truth—touch both devices back-to-back and confirm
the P2P connection.

You should see a colored rectangle on each display, taken from the camera
preview of the other device. If you move your camera slightly, you’ll recognize
that its color is based on a live feed. Tap each screen to increase the resolution
and observe what happens on the other device, then tap again. Each new
division requires more performance from the devices as the number of pixels
we send and display increases exponentially.

Keep tapping and you will observe how the app slows as the size of the data
payload increases.

Now that we’ve learned how to send a Bluetooth ID via NFC Beam technology
to another device, let’s move on to reading and writing NFC tags.
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